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Executive Summary 
 
Australian society continues to struggle with the best way to be equitable, 
tolerant and progressive.  In doing so, it has also struggled with balancing the 
traditional values that the Judeo Christian Australian society is based on with 
the liberal humanistic values that many people live by.   
 
The debate on adoption of children by same sex couples is one such example 
of this battleground of values and beliefs.  The Tasmanian Labor Government 
argued that this is an issue of discrimination and not morality.   
 
The overwhelming opinion of the public is that ‘gay adoption’ is fundamentally 
a moral issue.  The poignant question becomes:  at what point should one 
stop tolerating others’ lifestyle choices when vulnerable individuals who have 
no choice are affected?   
 
In November 2002, following a press release in which the government 
indicated an intention to legislate to amend all acts which discriminate against 
de facto and same sex partners, the Tasmanian Law Reform Institute was 
asked to investigate same sex adoption.  In February 2003 the Institute 
released an issues paper on adoption of children by same sex partners 
inviting responses.  
 
The TLRI claimed that to deny adoption to same sex couples is unjustified and 
unfairly discriminates.  However, despite an overwhelming response urging no 
reform, the TLRI concluded: “notwithstanding these arguments the Institute is 
firmly of the view that the law should be changed to allow same sex couples to 
[be eligible] for local placement adoption and known child adoptions”. 
 
The Tasmanian Attorney General Judy Jackson said that the government 
would amend all acts of parliament which discriminate against people in non-
traditional relationships and introduced the Relationships Bill 2003 and 
Relationships Bill (Consequential Amendments) 2003.   
 
This caused much concern amongst those who voiced their strong belief that 
this is a matter directly related to the welfare of children rather than the 
welfare of adults.  The children within this debate have not been given as 
much attention by the Labor Government of Tasmania, the TLRI or one of the 
lobby groups in favour of change, the Tasmanian Gay and Lesbian Rights 
Group.   
 
Respondents among the 1317 who felt they were publicly ridiculed and 
dismissed did not accept that the TLRI had produced a fair and balanced 
report that represented (majority) public opinion.  They also believed that the 
TLRI had rejected the fundamental notion upon which the Adoption Act is built 
on, that is:  advancing the best interests of the child.  They expressed a desire 
for a means by which their submissions, which represented their deeply held 
beliefs, could be heard publicly and documented honestly.  The TFI accepted 
this challenge.   

Executive Summary 
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This review determines that children adopted by same sex couples do 
experience diminished potential.   
 
Therefore, with respect, our response to truly reflect the submissions and 
honest opinions of common people and experts alike must be ‘no’.  No to 
adoption of children by same sex couples for the sake of the child.   
 
However, the Institute's conclusion also reflects our conviction that we should 
deliberately defend the best interests of both children and our broader society. 
 
The TFI received 87 submissions against adoption of children by same sex 
couples and 4 submissions in favour of adoption of children by same sex 
couples.  There were no duplicate submissions received.   
 

Critique of the TLRI’s work 
In considering submissions that critiqued the TLRI’s processes the Tasmanian 
Family Institute considers that the work produced by the TLRI cannot be relied 
upon in the formation of public policy.   
 
Many respondents criticised the TLRI for: failing to honestly interpret available 
research; failing to represent the views of those people who had made 
submissions; failing to exercise fairness in its treatment of many ad hoc claims 
made by various lobbyists; failing to exercise independence from the political 
ideology in power; producing an issues paper that wrongly stated that there is 
no research in existence that contradict claims that same sex adoption is good 
for children. 
 
In its attempt to tally the number of submissions for and against reform, the 
TLRI inaccurately reported a ratio of 69% against any change to 31% in 
favour.  Genuinely recognising and treating all submissions equally, the true 
ratio should be shown to be 95.5% (1317 submissions) against change to 
4.5% (62 submissions) in favour.   
 
Essentially, it seems that the TLRI welcomed any submission that contained 
argument based on personal opinion, provided that such opinions supported 
the arguments for reform.  Arguments that support reform are never subjected 
to scrutiny of any sort; much less made to endure the argumentative 
harassment administered to those against reform. 
 
To the extent that the overall argument is about justice, fairness, equality and 
anti-discrimination, the Tasmanian Law Reform Institute has a major case of 
its own to answer for its blasé treatment of many genuinely concerned 
respondents. 
 
The Tasmanian Law Reform Institute also failed to consider if its preferred 
changes to the Adoption Act were to eventuate that changes to the Anti-
Discrimination Act would also be necessary to allow for the best interests of 
the child to be acted upon. 

Executive Summary 
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The Tasmanian Law Reform Institute stands condemned for failing to deliver 
academic rigour and for the high level of disrespect it has shown to the 
opinions and sincerely held values of its fellow Tasmanians. 
 

Personal opinion 
Of the fifty-nine respondents who expressed a personal opinion, fifty-five 
(93%) expressed their strong opposition to planned reforms to the Adoption 
Act.  Four respondents (7%) expressed their support for same sex adoption. 
 

Personal experience  
It is interesting to note however that out of the 91 submissions received; only 
6 based their assertions on personal experience.  There were no personal 
experiences shared which supported the claim that same sex couples had 
made a positive contribution to their well-being and experiences as adult 
people. 
 

Research evidence and literature  
When the welfare and outcomes of the child is considered, it is difficult to 
overlook the fact that research has identified that the married relationship 
has no equal and is the most favourable environment for the raising of 
children.  Children raised within a stable, long term married relationship with 
their biological parents have been shown to generally display higher positive 
outcomes across a range of measures when compared to children raised 
within other environments.   
 
A review of the 9 submissions that cited sources of published literature and 
other scholarly work presented for the TFI to review revealed the following 5 
major themes: 

1. Issues related to research methodology of studies on the issue 
2. Issues related to the child adoptee  
3. Issues related to adult homosexual/lesbian adopter 
4. Issues related to the law 
5. Issues related to traditional family structure 

 
Professor Sotirios Sarantakos, a highly respected researcher, has conducted 
what is uncontested as the most significant piece of Australian research into 
same sex parenting.  He examined many performance and achievement 
outcomes of children in three distinct contexts:  raised by married couples; 
raised by de facto heterosexual couples; and raised by homosexual 
cohabiters.  He empirically concluded that children raised by married parents 
performed far better than children raised in either of the other comparison 
groups (Sarantakos, 1996).   
 
No submissions to either the TLRI or the TFI identified any other Australian 
research with a similar high level of rigor or similar level of predicative power 
as this research by Sarantakos.  The same may be said of the gay lobby in 

Executive Summary 
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Australia generally, and specifically the Tasmanian Gay and Lesbian Rights 
Group within the recent Tasmanian debate.  Further, no research with this 
level of credibility has been identified that refutes or contradicts Sarantakos’ 
research findings 
 
The TFI does not claim to be in a position to critique major works at this point 
in time beyond that which has already been included in the submissions it 
received and printed in full with this report.  It is enough to say that the 
submissions to the TFI demonstrate that the works by Morgan (2002), Lerner 
& Nagai (2001), Sarantakos, (1996) and Wardle (1997) have been accepted 
as reputable and appropriate to base a conclusion that the research does 
not support adoption of children by same sex couples on the basis of 
the best interests of the child involved. 
 
 

Conclusion 
Generally, in the proposal for adoption by a homosexual couple, there are no 
reported gains to children.  In the absence of any supporting evidence, any 
empirical research or any moral imperative adoption law should not change as 
part of any moves to further ‘gay law reform’.   
 
The institute believes that to do so would represent a significant legislative 
shift in order to accommodate an incremental step in the long term gay rights 
agenda rather than improving the status and potential of children in whatever 
circumstance they find themselves. 
 
 
Recommendation:  That the Adoption Act 1988 not be amended. 
 

Executive Summary 
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Chapter 1 

Information on the Tasmanian Family Institute (TFI) 
 
 

Our Mission 
The Tasmanian Family Institute exists to promote and uphold the family in 
keeping with its stated values. 
 

Our Values 
The Tasmanian Family Institute values... 

1. The time-honoured Judeo-Christian worldview regarding families 
2. The Institution of marriage between a man and a woman 
3. Showing care and respect for all people regardless of their 

circumstances 
4. Giving fair consideration to all levels of research regarding family 

issues 
 

Definition of family 
A unit of people connected by natural genealogical links (most basically and 
ideally consisting of a father and mother with their children), or in a means 
which morally and legally replicates these natural genealogical links, such as 
through adoption. 

Dr.  Andrew Corbett, The Marriage and Family Act (in print)  
 
Note:  
Ideally: This does not preclude single parent families which exist following 
some disruption to the parents’ relationship.  Often, this occurs well outside 
the control of those involved and nonetheless remains the best environment 
for children from that relationship to be raised. 
Morally:  In this sense means the respect for the institution of marriage as the 
highest and most virtuous commitment possible between a man and a woman 
which is honoured through monogamy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
M.    PO Box 59 Launceston, Tasmania 7250, Australia 
E.    mail@tasfamilyinstitute.net 
W.    www.tasfamilyinstitute.net 
Director:  Michael Ferguson, B.  Ed., B.  App.  Sci., TTC 
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Call for Submissions:  Terms of Reference 
 
 
 

ADOPTION BY SAME SEX COUPLES 
The Tasmanian Family Institute is calling for submissions regarding the 
Tasmanian Government's proposal to allow same sex couples to adopt.  This 
is in light of the Tasmanian Law Reform Institute's Discussion Paper No.  4 
and Final Report into Adoption by Same Sex Couples.   
 
The Public is invited to make submissions to the Tasmanian Family Institute.  
Submissions previously submitted to the Tasmanian Law Reform Institute are 
welcome.  We welcome revised submissions.   
 
It is the intention of the Tasmanian Family Institute to present a balanced 
report based on the submissions received.  We believe the Final Report by 
the Tasmanian Law Reform Institute did not give due consideration to the 
majority of submissions received; neither did it give appropriate consideration 
to the body of research which supported the view that children fare best when 
raised by married parents. 
Submissions made to the Tasmanian Family Institute should have no 
copyright restrictions.   
 
The TFI’s Final Report and Volume of Collected Submissions Received will be 
tabled in the Tasmanian Parliament and made available to the public.   
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Introduction 
 
In recent times, Australian society has appeared to struggle with concepts of 
and the desire to be equitable, tolerant and progressive.  In doing so, it has 
also struggled with balancing the traditional values that the Judeo Christian 
Australian society is based on with the liberal humanistic values that many 
people live by.   
 
In a desire to tolerate our differences and the many cultural and religious 
beliefs of the people of modern Australian culture, it has been considered 
appropriate by some to fight for non-discriminatory legislation at whatever 
necessary cost.  In attempts to ensure the removal of discrimination, minority 
lifestyles and beliefs have been deemed by modern legislation to have a 
perfectly legitimate place in society.  Moreover, our society has moved past 
pure libertarianism by not ensuring that any educative controls were built into 
legalising legislation.  In so doing, what was recently considered criminal 
activity is now promoted by some as a modern, more enlightened, way of life - 
one that is fitting for young Australians to embrace; superseding and replacing 
traditional family values.   
 
The debate on adoption of children by same sex couples that has occurred in 
Tasmania since November 2002 is one such example of this modern day 
battleground of values and beliefs.  The Tasmanian Labor Government 
argued that this debate is an issue of discrimination and not an issue of 
morality.   
 
From the reaction of the public seen throughout the submissions received by 
both the Tasmanian Law Reform Institute (TLRI) and the TFI, public debate in 
letters to the editors of local papers and from many radio talkback calls, it can 
be confidently stated that the overwhelming opinion is that adoption of 
children by same sex couples is fundamentally a matter of values, morals and 
acceptable standards within the community.  Tolerance is a concept that has 
been raised in relation to discrimination and equity.  In some cases, those in 
favour of adoption of children by same sex couples claimed that others should 
be tolerant of the lifestyle, relationships and family structure chosen by 
homosexual people.  They have also claimed that if tolerance is not voluntary, 
then anti-discrimination legislation should force the matter and bring about 
change towards tolerance by some feat of social engineering.   
 
It could also be said that those who are against the notion of ‘same sex 
adoption’ believe that human beings should be accepted, loved and valued.  
Surely this is what tolerance is truly about.  The difference is that this form of 
tolerance is towards the individual’s essential human value but not necessarily 
those lifestyle choices that impact on others.  The poignant question 
becomes:  at what point should one stop tolerating others’ lifestyle choices 
when vulnerable individuals who have no choice are affected?   
 
Undeniably, the consenting adults have been the focus of much of the debate 
concerning discrimination and equity.  It has been claimed that ‘to continue to 
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deny same sex couples eligibility to adopt is unjustified and unfairly 
discriminates against same sex couples” (TLRI, 2003b, pg 33).  The children 
within this debate have not been given as much attention by the Labor 
Government of Tasmania, the TLRI or one of the lobby groups in favour of 
change, the Tasmanian Gay and Lesbian Rights Group.   
 
This caused much concern amongst those who voiced their strong belief that 
this is a matter directly related to the welfare of children rather then the 
welfare of adults.  Children are the ones without any choice in their home 
environment and therefore the state has the responsibility to defend their 
interests.  The children are the ones who are at risk.  Children are the ones 
whose future potential is in need of protection.  Not that of the consenting 
adults.  Does adoption of children by same sex couples lead to any loss of 
potential for the child?  Any loss of childhood joy and freedom?  Any loss of 
rights of the child?  Any loss of future choices that can be freely made by the 
child either as a child or as an adult?   
 
This review determines that the answer has overwhelmingly been 
demonstrated to be ‘yes’.  Yes, en masse, children adopted by same sex 
couples do experience decreased potential, decreased welfare, decreased 
freedom, decreased joy and decreased rights.   
 
Therefore, with respect, our response must be ‘no’.  No to adoption of children 
by same sex couples for the sake of the child.  No to adoption of children by 
same sex couples for the sake of values and moral standards.  No to adoption 
of children by same sex couples for the sake of traditional family values and 
structure.   
 
This is what our review must conclude if it is to truly reflect the submissions 
and honest opinions of common people and experts alike.  The conclusion is 
expressed in a desire to respect and value the dignity and worth of all people, 
the child along with the adult.  However, the conclusion also reflects the 
institute’s conviction to deliberately defend the best interests of individual 
children and our broader society. 
 
 

Background:  Why our call for submissions was needed 
 
In November 2002, following a press release in which the government 
indicated an intention to legislate to amend all Acts which discriminate against 
de facto and same sex partners, the Tasmanian Law Reform Institute was 
commissioned to undertake a project on same sex adoption.  In February 
2003 the Institute released an issues paper on adoption of children by same 
sex partners inviting responses to five questions (TLRI, 2003a).   
 
In response to this issues paper and call for submission, the TLRI received 
1317 responses against legislative change allowing adoption of children by 
same sex couples and 62 responses in favour of change allowing adoption of 
children by same sex couples.  Despite this overwhelming response, TLRI 
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concluded that “notwithstanding these arguments [those proposed by the 
majority of literature, research, scholarship and public responses that opposed 
same sex adoption] the Institute [TLRI] is firmly of the view that the law should 
be changed to allow same sex couples to be assessed as applicants for 
adoption in the case of local placement adoption and known child adoptions” 
(TLRI, 2003b, p6) and that in the opinion of the TLRI: 

• Eligibility to adopt does not imply suitability to adopt; 
• Known child adoption has the greatest potential for use by same sex 

couples; 
• That the assessment process is not as rigorous for known child 

adopters; 
• That this change has limited practical impact to the profile of adoptive 

parents; 
• That this is in the best interest of children; 
• It does not have to be satisfied that homosexual parenting in general is 

as good for children as being raised by heterosexual couples before 
making this recommendation; 

• To continue to deny same sex couples eligibility to adopt is unjustified 
and discriminatory (TLRI, 2003b). 

 
In light of the TLRI’s report (TLRI, 2003b) and its previously stated intentions, 
the Tasmanian Labor government announced via Attorney General Judy 
Jackson that it would go ahead with the introduction of legislation to amend all 
acts of parliament which discriminate against people in non-traditional 
relationships and introduced the Relationships Bill 2003 and Relationships Bill 
(Consequential Amendments) 2003.   
 
Respondents among the 1317 who felt they were publicly ridiculed and 
dismissed did not accept that the TLRI had produced a fair and balanced 
report that represented (majority) public opinion expressed in the submissions 
and supported by reputable and reliable literature, research and expert 
opinion.  Many also claimed that the report certainly did not represent the 
‘truthful’ or moral view.  They also believed that the TLRI had rejected the 
fundamental notion upon which the Adoption Act is built on, that is:  advancing 
the best interests of the child.  They expressed a desire for a means by which 
their submissions, which represented their deeply held beliefs, could be heard 
publicly and documented honestly.  The TFI accepted this challenge.  It 
wanted to not only hear from those who were opposed to adoption of children 
by same sex couples but also those who were in favour of adoption of children 
by same sex couples – receiving comment and explanation without 
discrimination.   
 
 

Inclusion Criteria 
 
The TFI received 87 submissions against adoption of children by same sex 
couples and 4 submissions in favour of adoption of children by same sex 
couples.  These four submissions were received despite an attempt by the 
Tasmanian Gay and Lesbian Rights Group to boycott this process.  It can only 
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be assumed that this boycott was in fear of honest reporting, as this was the 
premise of the process.  (It is also relevant to note that this group also called 
for a boycott of Tasmanian business by interstate and overseas businesses 
during the gay law reform debate in the 1980’s and 1990’s.)   
 
There were no duplicate submissions received.  Papers already published 
were also received and where permission was granted, these have been 
reprinted within this report.   
 
The TFI stated in its call for submissions that it would exercise inclusive 
criteria.  This meant that all submissions were accepted and considered 
irrespective of any moral premise or obvious bias for or against.   
 
It is commonly recognised that “results of well designed research studies 
grounded in any methodological position … [provide] more rigorous evidence 
than anecdotes or personal opinion: however, when no research evidence 
exists, expert opinion can be seen to represent the "best available" evidence 
(The Joanna Briggs Institute, 2003).  The research evidence presented by the 
respondents, along with expert opinion and layman opinion has been 
considered in this report.   
 
Submissions were categorised according to content: 
 
 
Submission Group Number of 

submissions 
• Personal opinion in favour of adoption of 

children by same sex couples 
4 

• Personal opinion against adoption of 
children by same sex couples 

55 

• Personal experience in favour of adoption of 
children by same sex couples 

0 

• Personal experience against adoption of 
children by same sex couples 

6 

• Submissions based on discussion of 
available research evidence, literature and 
media releases submitted for attention of 
TFI 

19 

• Critiques of the TLRI Discussion Paper and 
Final Report 2003  

7 

 
 

Method of the Review  
 
In the analysis of the submissions to the TFI, a systematic and consistent 
method of analysis was employed.  The Joanna Briggs Institute (2003) states, 
“As in any research endeavour, the development of a rigorous research 
proposal or protocol is vital for a high quality systematic review.  The 
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systematic review protocol provides a predetermined plan to ensure scientific 
rigour and minimise potential bias”.   
 
In line with this recognised protocol, the submissions were classified into 
categories as tabled above.  Members of the review panel used the following 
thematic analysis approach to review all the submissions within a category: 
 

• Each submission was read line-by-line to identify any idea expressed 
within by that author; 

• These ideas were then grouped into themes; 
• All themes within each group were examined and verified by the full 

review panel  
• Reviewers wrote individual category reports in light of the identified 

themes;  
• The reports were collated and presented to the full review panel and 

edited into this final report. 
 
In identifying this review protocol, it is anticipated that all the ideas presented 
within the submissions have had the opportunity to be heard and accurately 
represented in this report.  This honest, open and predetermined method of 
analysis is appropriate for this type of academic project and ensures scientific 
rigour and minimises bias.   
 

Limitations 
 
The authors and reviewers acknowledge that, like all others involved in this 
debate, they themselves are humans with personal opinions on this matter.  
This in part was a motivating factor for those people to initiate and complete 
this work in the short period that it has.  In instigating this open, honest and 
systematic method of analysis and by recognising these personal positions 
honestly, the potential bias that they could create has been effectively 
neutralised.  The integrity and validity of this report can therefore be trusted.  
Furthermore, in reproducing submissions critics may examine the 
interpretation of public comment for themselves.   
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Chapter 2 

Analysis of the submissions presented to the TFI 
 
This chapter brings together the four separate reports on the different groups 
of submissions: 

• Analysis of Critiques on the TLRI Discussion Paper and Final Report 
2003; 

• Analysis of submissions that focused on personal opinion; 
• Analysis of submissions that focused on personal experience against 

adoption of children by same sex couples; 
• Analysis of submissions based on discussion of available research 

evidence, literature and media releases submitted for attention of TFI. 
 
 

Analysis of Critiques on the TLRI Issues Paper and Final 
Report 2003 
 
In February 2003, the Tasmanian Law Reform Institute announced that it was 
undergoing a process of consulting the Tasmanian public and all interested 
persons (TLRI, media release, 2002).  The announcement by the TLRI was 
widely reported by television, radio and print media outlets. 
 
The TLRI, in its issues paper stated to intending respondents: 

The Tasmania Law Reform Institute invites responses to the issues 
discussed and proposals made in this issues paper.  Questions are 
contained at the end of the paper.  The questions are intended as a 
guide only – you may chose to answer all, some or none of them.  
Please explain the reasons for your views as fully as possible (TLRI, 
2002a). 

 
On this basis alone, any member of the public would reasonably expect that 
provided their views were explained ‘as fully as possible’, the views would be 
taken seriously and given due regard.   
 
When the Tasmanian Law Reform Institute made public its final report, it was 
apparent that the submissions that were submitted to the TLRI were very 
subjectively evaluated.  The following quote from the TLRI final report 
indicates this subjectivity: 

More than 1300 people sent in responses… many of these responses 
were copies of the same letter...  there were 196 original responses, 
134 were against any change and 62 in favour (TLRI, 2002b, pp 11-12). 

 
Rene Hidding (2003) presented in the Tasmanian parliament that in his 
opinion, the treatment from the TLRI of these public submissions “was a 
disgrace”: 
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I see them [TLRI] as a law body and I found their report interesting 
until, just after I had given it a light scan and put it aside for a better 
read, I heard the director of the Law Reform Institute say, 'Well, of 
course, 1300 wrote in. Many of them were form letters.' I just think that 
was a disgrace. There are a lot of people out there who want to convey 
something to a public process and they might say to a friend in a 
church, a group or wherever, 'How do I do this?' 'Well, here is a letter 
that I wrote, you could sign this', and they have sent it off and, guess 
what, it has been devalued. It has no value and it has no currency.  

 
A brief interrogation of the TLRI’s statement (above) immediately highlights a 
number of ways in which the TLRI subjectively treated these responses and 
prejudiced its own research findings from their inquiry. 

• Disclosure of the actual number of submissions is totally absent from 
the final report.  Whilst the claim is made that over 1300 responses 
were received, in fact a manual count of submissions noted in 
Appendices C and D of the Tasmanian Law Reform Institute’s own final 
report indicates that the true figure is exactly 1379.   

• The TLRI does not account for this large difference at any point in its 
report. 

• The treatment of the 1164 submissions is unclear and the potential 
exists that they were not at all included in its deliberations or given due 
weighting on the basis that they were deemed to be duplicates.   

• It is not clear on what basis the TLRI determined that a large number of 
submissions from independent private citizens (but based on similar 
argument) should be excluded or dismissed.   

• Excluding many submissions has had the obvious effect of greatly 
distorting any statistic that attempts to report public opinion.  The 
Tasmanian Family Institute regards this as regrettable and somewhat 
dishonest. 

• In its attempt to tally the number of submissions for and against reform, 
the TLRI inaccurately reported a ratio of 69% against any change to 
31% in favour.   

• Genuinely recognising and treating all submissions equally, the true 
ratio should be shown to be 95.5% (1317 submissions) against change 
to 4.5% (62 submissions) in favour.   

 
In its final report, the Tasmanian Law Reform Institute (2002b) delivers a 
series of extraordinary statements in relation to public opinion and the role of 
an elected government that failed to make disclosure of its plans for further 
gay law reform prior to its last successful election in July 2002.  The 
statements read like unchecked dogma: 

Some respondents argued that there was little public support for same 
sex adoption reforms and that the law should not be changed to reflect 
the opinion of a vocal minority.  One respondent cited a poll said to 
demonstrate that 68% of Tasmanians oppose same sex adoption. 
The Tasmanian Government has, by referring the issue of same sex 
adoption to the Law Reform Institute, provided the opportunity for 
public debate and input on the issue.  The media attention the issue 
has attracted and the number of responses to the Issues Paper 
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demonstrates that there is widespread awareness of the possibility of 
changes to the law on this issue and that many have taken the 
opportunity to express their views.   
The Institute has carefully analysed and considered the responses and 
evaluated the arguments.  It is the Institutes’ view that the law should 
be changed irrespective of public opinion.   
On contentious and emotive issues where there is no clear consensus 
in a community, the government has the responsibility to seek advice 
and make a decision that does not necessarily reflect the majority view.  
It has the duty to lead and not merely follow public opinion on such 
issues.   

 
A number of important points must be carefully considered before accepting 
this perspective.  First, it appears that the Tasmanian Law Reform Institute, as 
a formal body set up in a partnership with the Tasmanian Government, has 
during its process of ‘consultation’ wholeheartedly adopted the views of its 
main benefactor – the Tasmanian Attorney General.  By doing so the TLRI 
greatly diminishes its own credibility as an institute independent of partisan 
politics.   
 
Next, one must ask the question as to why an organisation that behaves as a 
functionary of a ‘listening’ government should undermine or interfere with the 
unique relationship between a government and its electors.  To claim that ‘the 
law should be changed irrespective of public opinion’ is an admission to the 
effect that no respect should be shown toward the public’s majority 
position on the matter in the pursuit of a particular political objective. 
 
Next, to argue that governments have a duty to lead and not follow public 
opinion on ‘contentious and emotive issues where there is no clear 
consensus’ is a nonsense statement that undermines democratic process.  
This argument conveniently ignores the electorate’s preference for political 
parties and political candidates to openly debate contentious and emotive 
issues prior to elections rather than after securing for themselves political 
office and the power that comes with it.   
 
A thorough reading of the Tasmanian Law Reform Institute’s final report will 
yield many instances that justify the claims made that the personal bias of 
members of the TLRI improperly influenced the submission process and the 
integrity of the final report.  Throughout the final report there are numerous 
occasions where the expressed opinion of a respondent opposed to reform is:  

• Comprehensively disputed through some form of counter-argument; 
• Openly criticised; or 
• Ruled as unreasonable. 

 
The Presbyterian Church of Eastern Australia argued that the Tasmanian Law 
Reform Institute, in its final report had taken the step of formulating and 
espousing a formal set of views on the matter of same sex adoption.  The 
church questioned the reasonableness of that position: 

“the Tasmanian Law Reform Institute’s views are based largely on 
unstable indicators such as ‘modern trends’ and ‘changing attitudes’.  
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…To base our laws on such unstable indicators as modern trends and 
changing attitudes is … a certain recipe for disaster” (Ian Hamilton, 
2003). 

 
The Tasmanian Law Reform Institute summarised the arguments put forward 
by respondents against reform in nine points.  It then expanded on these 
points giving more detail on the scope of the arguments and giving selected 
quotes.  In each of the sub-sections dealing with these arguments, the authors 
of the TLRI’s final report emphatically disputed each and every argument on 
the basis of their own personal opinions:   
 
Argument ‘against reform’ Counter-argument by TLRI 
Homosexuality (or homosexual 
parenting) is wrong and unnatural 

“The Institute rejects this argument.” 
“…changes are a consequence of a 
more tolerant society in which 
homophobia is no longer acceptable.” 

Same sex adoption is detrimental 
to marriage and to society. 

“The Institute rejects the suggestion that 
an un-stated objective of same sex 
adoption reform is the formal abolition of 
the institution of marriage.” 

Same sex adoption is 
unconstitutional and contrary to 
international law. 

“The constitutional argument is 
unconvincing.” 

Same sex adoption is not in the 
best interests of children or has not 
been shown to be so. 

“It is the Institute’s view that to open up 
the possibility of same sex adoption is in 
the best interests of children.” 

The empirical evidence [research] 
cited in support is flawed and 
proves nothing; or that they were 
selectively cited and interpreted. 

“Clearly the critics of the social science 
research have a valid point.  The 
research is flawed in many respects.” 
… “The Institute’s view is that it does 
not have to be satisfied ‘by 
unambiguous and robust evidence’ that 
homosexual parenting in general is as 
good for children as being raised by a 
married heterosexual couple…” 

Denying same sex couples 
eligibility to adopt is not 
discriminatory. 

“It was … argued that it is not 
discriminatory to endorse what is 
natural.  Whether homosexuality is or is 
not ‘natural’ is not relevant to the issue 
of discrimination.” 

There is no need for reform. “The Institute’s point is that there are 
some babies/children who may benefit 
by being adopted by a same sex couple 
and this possibility should not be 
foreclosed to them.  As for the 
‘miniscule number of same sex’ couples 
in Tasmania, the small number – how 
small is a matter of some debate – does 
not justify ignoring the issue of reform.” 
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Such a change lacks public 
support. 

“It is the Institutes’ view that the law 
should be changed irrespective of public 
opinion” 
… “There is the view that a gay and 
lesbian relationship is not normal and 
that parenting in such a context cannot 
be in the best interests of a child.  The 
Institute contests this assertion.” 

Such a change would have 
adverse effects on the adoption 
process (in particular, inter-country 
adoptions). 

“This concern, which is also reflected in 
the DHHS response, is one which, even 
if conceded, is not fatal to the case for 
same sex adoption.” 

 
Essentially, it seems that the TLRI welcomed any submission that contained 
argument based on personal opinion, provided that such opinions supported 
the arguments for reform.  The notion of equal treatment of all personal 
opinions is openly dismissed.  Arguments that support reform are never 
subjected to scrutiny of any sort; much less made to endure the 
argumentative harassment administered to those against reform, as 
demonstrated in the above table. 
 
However, with respect to an analysis of personal opinions, the Tasmanian 
Family Institute welcomes one statement of fact made by the TLRI.  That is, 
“The majority of responses opposed same sex adoption.  Clearly many people 
hold strong and sincere beliefs on the issue.”  It must be said, however, that 
the TLRI comes no closer than that in accepting that the views of those 
opposed to same sex adoption are valid at all.  This is most regrettable. 
 
To the extent that the overall argument is about justice, fairness, equality and 
anti-discrimination, the Tasmanian Law Reform Institute has a major case of 
its own to answer for its blasé treatment of many genuinely concerned 
respondents. 
 
Of the seven submissions received by the Tasmanian Family Institute that 
specifically critiqued the TLRI’s work, four argued that the report was biased 
and gave various reasons for this claim.   
 
For example, Mark Salmon stated his view that despite some very sound 
arguments the TLRI had invited from the public, it has failed to rebut these 
arguments in any objective fashion. 

“For example, the report states an argument against these radical 
reforms [and] then answers them with comments like ‘notwithstanding 
[these arguments] it is the view of the Institute that this is not the case’.  
That is not an objective response or a logical counter-argument.  … 
They [the TLRI] consistently use terms like ‘in our view’ and ‘the 
institute believes’.” 

 
Mr Salmon has a very valid point.  The final report makes these sorts of 
unqualified counter-points more often than not in attempting to refute the 
arguments of those opposed to reform.   
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Interestingly, the TLRI’s final report never, at any stage, questions the validity 
or correctness of any argument produced by respondents in favour of reform.  
Moreover, the final report gives numerous quotes from gay lobbyists and other 
respondents in favour of reform without qualification or without any form of 
balancing comment.   
 
Two other respondents agreed with the point made in the above citation and 
added that the issues paper, as the primary basis upon which so many people 
gave submissions, failed to present a balanced case, was not thoroughly 
researched, selective in its use of research material and was founded upon 
the desire for a particular outcome, that is, law reform.  The TLRI conceded 
this fundamental error in the process (TLRI, 2002b, p 50) admitting that they 
had “failed to sufficiently emphasise the methodological problems with social 
science research on same sex parenting”.   
 
Notwithstanding the TLRI’s apparent mistrust of any research that 
demonstrates that children fare best when raised by married and / or 
heterosexual couples, it does seems to accept the work of Professor Sotirios 
Sarantakos (1996) as reliable.  Additionally, it is accepted by most (however 
notably not the Tasmanian Gay and Lesbian Rights Group!) that the work of 
Lerner and Nagai is an academic and credible critique of 49 ‘major’ studies 
into same sex couples raising children.   
 
A number of comments must be made about Professor Sarantakos’ research 
and that of Lerner and Nagai: 
 

• Sarantakos’ work is referred to thirteen times in the final report;  
• Lerner and Nagai are referred to fourteen times in the final report; 
• Sarantakos’ paper ‘Children in three contexts’ (which found that 

children’s performance is best when coming from homes led by married 
parents) seems to be the document that most threatens the TLRI’s 
notion that children are at no disadvantage when raised by same sex 
couples;  

• Neither the work of Sarantakos nor Lerner and Nagai were ever 
mentioned or referred to in the TLRI’s issues paper, upon which 
interested persons were expected to base their submissions.   

 
The last point is pivotal.  When one recalls that the TLRI’s issues paper made 
the blanket statement that, in relation to child welfare and parenting ability, 
“there is no evidence that children raised by gay and lesbian couples are 
adversely affected” one must conclude that either: the authors of the issues 
paper were negligent in not identifying these prominent and well documented 
items of research; or they were deliberately left out in order to somehow justify 
the above statement.  It should be noted that many respondents to the TLRI’s 
issues paper were able to identify and use material from these sources in 
support of their arguments opposing reform.   
 
Despite the issues paper’s initial (inaccurate) claim, the final report does 
acknowledge the existence of such research!  However, within the final 
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report the TLRI rejects prudent reliance on credible research with the 
statement that:   

“The Institute’s view is that it does not have to be satisfied ‘by 
unambiguous and robust evidence’ that homosexual parenting in 
general is as good for children as being raised by a married 
heterosexual couple…”  

 
In summary, the first paper argues that there is no difference to the quality of 
parenting of same sex couples; the second paper argues that it doesn’t matter 
if it is found that the quality of parenting is substantially different.  The lack of 
sense in this regard is breathtaking. 
 
Curiously, Sarantakos’ paper is cited and quoted by the TLRI on numerous 
occasions, however the fact is, this is only ever done selectively in favour of 
arguments for reform.  Despite the many citations and quotations, the 
actual substantial findings of Sarantakos’ work is not described in any 
detail except in Appendix A, found behind the main report.  When referred to, 
the final report states in that appendix that:  

“The [Sarantakos] study found that children living with married 
heterosexual parents performed the best of the three groups in 
language, mathematics, social studies, sport, sociability and popularity, 
and attitudes to learning, while children living with same sex parents 
performed the worst on these measures.” 

 
Hence there is strength to claims made to the Tasmanian Family 
Institute that the TLRI has approached this subject from a predetermined 
point of view that not surprisingly corresponds exactly with the position 
of the Tasmanian Attorney General advocating open-slather allowance 
for adoption by same sex couples. 
 
Finally, two respondents addressed the issue of legislating to allow same sex 
adoptions where applications for placement adoption should be assessed on 
an individual case-by-case basis.  The Tasmanian Law Reform Institute 
recommended that the particular needs of the individual child in need of 
placement should be the basis for placement.  By implication, the final report 
suggested that where adoption agencies believed that a child ought to be 
placed in a home with male and female role models, that discriminating 
against a prospective same sex couple would be acceptable. 
 
This logic behind this claim is refuted by those two respondents on two main 
principles.  The first is that this assumption completely ignores the 
submissions made by both agencies for adoption in Tasmania - who both 
submitted that this was detrimental to the adoption process.   
 
The second principle is more disturbing and highly damaging to the case 
being advanced by the gay lobby and the Tasmanian Law Reform Institute.  
Dr Michael Stokes, a senior lecturer in law at the University of Tasmania, 
highlighted this.  His submission highlighted the fundamental error with the 
TLRI’s assumption that the child’s interests would be preserved: 
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“The best approach, in the absence of any definitive evidence, is to rule 
out classes of prospective parents who may be reasonably considered 
as less than ideal.  The Adoption Act and guidelines do this by ruling 
out single persons, older persons, persons considered too young and 
persons in same sex relationships.  These are wise policies and should 
not be changed until it can be shown that children brought up in such 
environments suffer no damage. 
 
If same sex couples are allowed to seek placement adoptions, the 
Secretary and Adoption Agencies should be allowed to give weight to 
reasonable concerns that same sex parenting may disadvantage the 
child in assessing couples for adoption.  In my opinion, the proposed 
changes coupled with the Anti-Discrimination Act probably prevent any 
weight being given to this consideration.” 

 
The Tasmanian Law Reform Institute failed to consider this issue in any of its 
publications or its final report.  Neither did it recommend that if its preferred 
changes to the Adoption Act were to eventuate that changes to the Anti-
Discrimination Act would also be necessary to allow for the best interests of 
the child to be acted upon. 
 
The TLRI has made an assumption that the best interests of the child will 
always take precedence over discrimination considerations when a 
determination for placement is made.  In fact, in the scenario recommended 
by the TLRI, any person attempting to make such a determination in the future 
may consider that there is no choice but to place a child with a same sex 
couple out of a fear of becoming the subject of an Anti-Discrimination test 
case, even if it is well-known that that child would suffer harm in that home 
environment. 
 
The Tasmanian Law Reform Institute stands condemned by the submissions 
received for failing to deliver academic rigour or simple honesty and for the 
high level of disrespect it has shown to the opinions and sincerely held values 
of its fellow Tasmanians. 
 
 

Analysis of submissions that focused on personal opinion  
 
Having considerate regard for the personal opinions of Tasmanians should be 
a major part of any move to amend legislation in favour of what is 
fundamentally a moral and personal question, that being, what is a family and 
what family model do we as a society want to accept as ideal?  Of those 
submissions received by the Tasmanian Family Institute, fifty-nine were 
classified as primarily based on personal opinion.   
 
These respondents clearly stated their point of view on the question of same 
sex adoptions and gave explanations and rationale for that view.  Of the fifty-
nine respondents who expressed a personal opinion, fifty-five (93%) 
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expressed their strong opposition to planned reforms to the Adoption Act.  
Four respondents (7%) expressed their support for same sex adoption. 
 
 

Arguments from submissions expressing support for reform 
 
The following themes were extracted from those submissions expressing 
support for adoption of children by same sex couples: 
 
(Please note, in the interests of giving all sides of this debate a fair hearing, 
the following comments related to each theme are exhaustive.  In all but the 
first two points, only one respondent presented the argument). 
 
Arguments related to same sex couples who desire to adopt a child: 
  

• No other factors should be taken into account if the couple are loving - 
if a couple wants a child and is prepared to love and nurture that child 
they should be able to adopt one; (two respondents) 

• Homosexuals should have the same rights in every way; (two 
respondents) 

• If we don't change the law then we should remove the right of single 
parents to keep their children; 

• Homosexuals have the same 'need' to parent; 
• Single sex families dominate the social landscape; only Prime Minister 

Mr John Howard has taken issue with the proposal to allow same sex 
couple to adopt; 

• There is no evidence that the respondent had seen that demonstrated 
homosexual couples are as violent and as abusive as heterosexual 
couples; 

• Heterosexual couples can be problematic so they ought to be denied 
adoption and same sex couples ought to be supported in being 
adopters; 

• Allowing adoption by same sex couples would lead to a more tolerant 
community. 

 
Arguments related to children who are adopted: 
 

• This is not a moral issue, but one of facing the reality that there are 
children in need of homes; 

• All gay people have straight parents, therefore children raised by same 
sex couples won't end up gay; 

• Opponents cannot say that Gay men molest children; 
• People are confusing paedophiles with gays; 
• One respondent’s personal family experience has lead to a conclusion 

that the traditional family is not necessarily ideal for children. 
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Arguments from submissions opposed to reform 
 
The following themes were extracted from those submissions expressing 
opposition to adoption of children by same sex couples: 
 
Arguments related to traditional family structures 
 

• This reform agenda is morally wrong (28 submissions made this point); 
• It is unnatural for same sex couple to have children as they cannot 

procreate - it is normal for a child to have mother and father (13 
submissions made this point); 

• Homosexuals are using this as a stepping stone to further advancing 
gay agenda - back door entry to advance gay marriage; attack on 
family/ undermining marriage; breakdown of family values (13 
submissions made this point); 

• There are already insufficient children for adoption by heterosexual 
couples; 

• The child should be brought up in an environment where a 
heterosexual relationship is considered the normal basis for a family 
unity; 

• Shocked that we are even thinking about this. 
 
Arguments related to personal beliefs on gay parenting 
 

• This should not be an issue of gay and lesbian rights or of removing 
discrimination.  The key issue is the interests of children.  Gays (or gay 
lobby) only thinking of themselves; 

• Problems for children could be accentuated at school; trauma of 
alienation during childhood; 

• Basic human right to have a mother and father; 
• Influence from both male and female role models required in family (14 

submissions made this point); 
• Adoption is about providing parents for children, not vice versa; 
• Children are being 'used' in this debate; this is experimenting with the 

lives of our children; not fair on innocent children. 
 
Arguments related to the welfare of the child adoptee 
 

• Permanency of relationships between same sex couples is reduced; 
traditional families give a more stable environment; 

• Children raised by same sex couples are at risk because of an 
unnatural lifestyle; they do not provide an ideal environment to raise 
children;  

• Childhood is the most sensitive time of their lives;  
• Danger of the child becoming homosexual, future repercussions 

unknown. 
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Arguments related to homosexual / lesbian adoptive adults 
 

• Homosexual people have chosen a lifestyle that cannot produce 
children and they should live with it, not demand the 'right' to adopt; 

• Anti-discrimination legislation being used in ways not condoned by 
general population; this legislation is clearly not the will of the people; 

• The government is pandering to a vocal minority; government 
responding to 'trendy attitudes'; 

• Discrimination is necessary for general good - we do not have the right 
to subject a child to these additional emotional demands.  This is 
Discrimination law stretching the bounds of rationality; 

• Could cause problems related to future overseas adoptions; 
• Duty of care of government is being abandoned; the government 

should protect the vulnerable; 
• Natural parent could loose their rights to a gay former partner; 
• Possibility of law suits in future; 
• Just because such reforms have been passed in other countries does 

not mean it is right. 
 
 
Aside:  Though the Tasmanian Commissioner for Children failed to put 
forward any comment to the Tasmanian Family Institute, it is interesting to 
note that her submission to the TLRI (and posted publicly on her website) 
claimed that: 
 

“adopting parents should be given the option of disclosing their 
sexuality given that it is essentially a non-relevant issue in terms of 
their ability to provide for the interests and welfare for the child.  Birth 
parents … should also be able to express a preference about the 
sexuality of the adopting parents but this should not be given undue 
weight.”  (Ambikapathy, 2003) 

 
Of course, this rather extreme view is well out of step with the Tasmanian 
community and is to be regretted.  In particular, her highly subjective comment 
that the sexuality of the adopting parents being irrelevant can only be 
considered in the context of an interested party expressing a purely subjective 
view based on personal opinion. 
 
 

Analysis of submissions that focused on personal experience  
 
All submissions based on personal experience of the respondent argued 
against adoption of children by same sex couples. 
 
The proponents of treating same sex relationships as on-a-par with normal 
male female relationships draw heavily on personal experiences to justify their 
views.  (We have all heard arguments about so called traditional families that 
were, in fact, dysfunctional for an individual; eg alcoholic abusive father…) 
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It is interesting to note however that out of the 91 submissions received; only 
6 based their assertions on personal experience.  There were no personal 
experiences shared which supported the claim that same sex couples had 
made a positive contribution to their well-being and experiences as adult 
people. 
 
The submissions in this category must be treated with respect and dignity as 
they were sincerely and thoughtfully composed.  The Tasmanian Family 
Institute acknowledges that there are some comments that do not read easily; 
however these are respected nonetheless as they represent honest 
commentary from people who have experienced difficult personal 
circumstances.  The institute believes that these respondents bring a valuable 
contribution to this debate. 
 
The 6 submissions came from three adults adopted in childhood, two persons 
who had lost their father and one relinquishing mother.  Adoption was 
considered to have positive benefits in the life of children by each adoptee 
and the relinquishing mother, although one adoptee indicated experiencing 
torment about being adopted during childhood. 
 
There were six themes shared across the 6 submissions: 
 

1. Every child needs a father as well as a mother and suffers in adulthood 
if they are deprived of one; 

2. Torment in childhood creates bitterness and hate which may never 
heal; 

3. Same sex relationships are not normal; 
4. Same sex relationships are usually short lived; 
5. Children cannot choose but should be protected by legislation and 

given a mum and a dad; 
6. Relinquishing parents have a right to choose for their child to be placed 

with a Mum and a Dad; 
 
The call for the need for a father figure was not because of any financial 
advantage it could give or even because it created a legal legitimacy for the 
family.  The existence of the father is believed to add to a child’s love and 
security and an unexplained completeness experienced in the life of the future 
adult.   
 
Psychological problems were reported to surface in mid life (age 45) and two 
of the contributors referred to this.  Problems common to the children of a 
mum-only family were attempted suicide, anorexia, depression, unstable 
relationships and divorce.  None of the contributors criticised the female 
parent and even acknowledged the sole parents effort to compensate for the 
non-existence of a male in the parenting model.  It was stated that a loving 
family in itself is still not enough; a child needs the stimulation of experiencing 
both male and female contact to shape and mould their lives.   
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The existence of both male and female role models and “male father love” and 
“female mother love” was considered necessary.  One contributor, raised 
within a sole parent family, felt that her observation of her own children 
growing into “secure and confident and balanced young people”, having 
benefited from love and nurture from both male and female parents, was 
sufficient to prove her point. 
 
One applicant was tormented as a child because of their adoption and stated 
that her hate for her tormentors is now even greater at the age of 45.  Children 
know it is natural to have a mum and a dad.  They should not be placed in an 
unnatural family situation where they can be subject to torment that may have 
life long consequences. 
 
Interestingly, one respondent stated that “the parent who is not there is the 
most important one”.  She acknowledged other problems obvious in the 
community resulting from children being brought up in dysfunctional families 
and held the view that same sex couples would fall in the same category.  It 
was not implied that the dysfunction was because the couple was same sex 
but simply because children need a mum and a dad and would experience 
developmental problems with consequences without the influence of both. 
 
The fact that existing adoption laws were designed to give a child placed 
for adoption a mum and a dad, was considered a needed ongoing legal 
protection for children who had no opportunity to choose.  It was 
implied that this protection is a must.   
 
The short-term nature of most homosexual and lesbian relationships by 
implication would correctly discriminate against them being adoptive parents. 
 
One relinquishing mother stated categorically that all relinquishing mothers 
should have a right to veto the adoption of their child to a same sex couple.  
The relinquishing mother concerned about the future nurturing of their child 
should have the opportunity of ensuring their child being placed for adoption 
would be parented by a mum and a dad.   
 
One contributor referred to God’s law as stated in the Bible as the most 
proven set of moral values to enable a strong society to develop.  “Change is 
not progress” if it removes the benefits of past practices.   
 
At least two of the contributors expressed disgust at the Tasmanian 
Government for even thinking of changing the existing adoption law.  It was 
stated that every child already has or did have both male and female parents 
and to deliberately deprive them of one is a form of discrimination, from which 
a child who cannot choose to be protected.   
 
It is common, though not universal, for adopted children to seek after their 
natural parents and this emanates from a deep desire to find what is, to them, 
their natural origins.  The adoption law was designed to replicate the norm in 
the lives of children who are not in a position to be raised by their biological 
parents.  To legislate to allow them to have two of one gender rather than a 
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male and female parent was considered discriminatory in the worst possible 
way.   
 
The contributors’ experiences provided a reminder that childhood deprivations 
create problems for an individual subjected to the trauma.  However, these 
problems may not obviously manifest themselves until much later in the life of 
the adult.  If legislation is changed to allow same sex couples to adopt 
children, society will be forcing a new cohort of individuals (children who are 
adopted by same sex couples) to live with the repercussion of this decision 
and they will suffer emotional insecurity and self esteem problems (possibly 
not manifesting until 40 -50 years of age) which will not diminish as they get 
older.   
 
 

Analysis of submissions based on discussion of available 
research evidence, literature and media releases submitted 
for attention of TFI  
 
When the welfare and outcomes of the child is considered, it is difficult to 
overlook the fact that research has identified that the married relationship 
has no equal and is the most favourable environment for the raising of 
children.  Children raised within a stable, long term married relationship with 
their biological parents have been shown to generally display higher positive 
outcomes across a range of measures when compared to children raised 
within other environments.   
 
A review of the 9 submissions that cited sources of published literature and 
other scholarly work presented for the TFI to review revealed the following 5 
major themes: 

1. Issues related to research methodology of studies on the issue 
2. Issues related to the child adoptee  
3. Issues related to adult homosexual/lesbian adopter 
4. Issues related to the law 
5. Issues related to traditional family structure 

 
 
Within the theme “Issues related to the child”, the following points were 
contained in the submissions received. 

• Children adopted by same sex couples are exposed to negative 
influences including multiple family breakdowns, negative societal 
reactions and bullying at school. 

• Children raised by same sex couples experience reduced outcomes 
across a variety of measures. 

• Children adopted by same sex couples experience loss compared to 
children raised by married biological parents. 

• In raising children it is considered important that children receive both a 
traditional male and female parental family structure and experience 
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good family functioning so that child outcomes across a wide range of 
measures are enhanced. 

• Children adopted by same sex couples experience increased exposure 
to other adults who are more likely to engage in paedophilia and 
pornography as part of their lifestyle even if the adopting couple do not.  
This is evidenced by the presence of children at functions such as the 
Sydney Gay & Lesbian Marti Gras. 

• Children adopted by same sex couples express shame of family 
circumstances and demonstrate reduced self-esteem. 

• Children adopted by same sex couples lacks either a male or female 
role model and compensations made by same sex parents (e.g.  
introducing opposite sex family friends) are not adequate to meet all of 
the child’s developmental needs 

 
 
Within the theme “Issues related to adult homosexual/lesbian adopter”, the 
following points were contained in the submissions received. 

• Adult homosexual/lesbian’s experience increased risk taking 
behaviours e.g.  alcohol and drug abuse and sexual promiscuity 

• Adult homosexual/lesbian’s experience increased incident of partner 
abuse thus potentially exposing the child to domestic violence 

• Adult homosexual/lesbian’s experience decreased health outcomes 
related to lifestyle including STD’s and HIV and reduced life expectancy 

• Adult homosexual/lesbian’s experience decreased longevity and 
stability of relationships. 

• Same sex couples who raise a child can display similar parenting skills 
as any other parents however the benefits gained from these parenting 
skills is often negated by the significantly different family structure. 

• Despite their best intentions for the child, same sex couples that raise 
children cannot control the wider societal reaction. 

 
 
Within the theme “Issues related to the law”, the following points were 
contained in the submissions received. 

• Problems related to IVF and custody determinations if required were 
identified. 

• Problems associated with conflicts between adult individual rights and 
the responsibilities of the couple towards the child may arise to the 
determent of the child in later years. 

• Problems related to overseas adoption may impact and stop some 
overseas adoption options for many Australians.   

• Change in legal focus from serving the needs of the child to serving the 
needs of the childless adult is a detrimental change to the law.   

• Changes in law may imply that same sex relationships are equal to 
marriage thus causing changes across a wide range of legislation not 
related to child adoption. 

• Granting same sex couples adoption rights enhances adult rights over 
the legally recognised Rights of the Child.   
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• UN and Labor Party humanist values are being imposed on democratic 
independent nation.   

 
 
Within the theme ‘Issues related to research methodology of studies on the 
issue’, the following points were contained in the submissions received. 

• Flaws with research methodology with limitation are often not openly 
discussed 

• Biases impacting on interpretation of results negate conclusions made 
within many reports that support same sex adoption. 

• Level of research cited as support for same sex parents is low and 
inconclusive but reported as conclusive. 

• Research usually descriptive rather than predictive. 
 
Within this theme, Issues Related to Traditional Family Structure, the following 
points were raised within the submissions received. 

• It is both natural and beneficial to have both a male and female role 
models for the child. 

• Supporting the traditional family structure produces benefits for society.   
• Supporting the traditional family structure produces benefits for the 

child. 
 
Professor Sotirios Sarantakos, a highly respected researcher, has conducted 
what is uncontested as the most significant piece of Australian research into 
same sex parenting.  He examined many performance and achievement 
outcomes of children in three distinct contexts:  raised by married couples; 
raised by de facto heterosexual couples and homosexual cohabiters.  He 
empirically concluded that children raised by married parents performed far 
better than children raised in either of the other comparison groups 
(Sarantakos, 1996).   
 
As a respected researcher (not connected with any religious or ideological-
centred group), Professor Sarantakos included what he considered to be the 
limitations of this study, as all reputable research reports should.  The 
limitations cited are consistent with any research that is not of a randomised 
controlled trial nature, that is, the predictive power of the findings must be 
scrutinised for other possible causal factors.  This being the case, in the 
absence of controlled trials (which can not be undertaken in this situation for 
ethical reasons) the research findings generated from research conducted 
with this level of rigor should be considered with high regard.   
 
No submissions to either the TLRI or the TFI identified any other Australian 
research with a similar high level of rigor or similar level of predicative power 
as this research by Sarantakos.  The same may be said of the gay lobby in 
Australia generally, and specifically the Tasmanian Gay and Lesbian Rights 
Group within the recent Tasmanian debate.  Further, no research with this 
level of credibility has been identified that refutes or contradict Sarantakos’ 
research findings 
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Some research and a few authors claim that children from non-traditional 
environments display favourable outcomes and in some cases more desirable 
than children from married families.  This however is predicable as childhood 
outcomes are not solely dependent on the environment or the adults around 
them.   
 
Children exposed to the most horrific situations do survive and, by the grace 
of God, achieve life outcomes that are respectable and positive.  When non-
biased scholars have reviewed these ‘positive research findings’, flaws, 
cautions or limitations are quickly identified.  Just as discussed in relation to 
Professor Sarantakos’ research, none of the reports that advocate adoption of 
children by same sex couples carry predictive power and their rigour is often 
below that of the research that does not support adoption of children by same 
sex couples.  Various scholars have recently undertaken extensive reviews of 
the available research in relation to adoption of children by same sex couples 
to investigate the methods and validity of a multitude of these reports 
(Morgan, 2002; Lerner & Nagai, 2001).   
 
The TFI does not claim to be in a position to critique these major works at this 
point in time beyond that which has already been included in the submissions 
it received and printed in full with this report.  It is enough to say that the 
submissions to the TFI demonstrate that the works by Morgan (2002), Lerner 
& Nagai (2001), Sarantakos (1996) and Wardle (1997) have been accepted 
as reputable and appropriate to base a conclusion that the research does 
not support adoption of children by same sex couples on the basis of 
the best interests of the child involved. 
 
It must be recognised that children from all environments have a wonderful 
ability to be resilient and thrive, regardless of their particular circumstances 
and stresses placed before them.  When considering what environment a 
child in need should be adopted into, the permanence and significance of 
adoption should encourage monumental caution.  This caution would 
determine that the environment that a child should be adopted into should be 
that which would provide the greatest advantages, stability, benefits and life 
chances.  When research and the literature are considered, the public 
submissions overwhelmingly support that in all cases children who are placed 
into new homes through adoption should always be adopted by that family 
which statistically offers the most benefits in life.  That is, the stable, married, 
heterosexual, two-parent environment.   
 
Where a child is known by their parent’s homosexual partner, perhaps even 
living with them in a shared environment, there is no hard evidence that 
adoption will benefit the child in any significant way.  A large number of 
submissions and the tenor of public opinion suggest that the only real benefit 
would be toward a same sex couple seeking credibility for their relationship in 
their social context.  When considering the legal, social and moral issues, 
there is no mandate for known same sex adoption.  The submissions did not 
support this form of adoption.   
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Generally, in the proposal for adoption by a homosexual couple, there are no 
reported gains to children.  In the absence of any supporting evidence, any 
empirical research or any moral imperative adoption law should not change as 
part of any moves to further ‘gay law reform’.   
 
The institute believes that to do so would represent a significant legislative 
shift in order to accommodate an incremental step in the long term gay rights 
agenda rather than improving the status and potential of children in whatever 
circumstance they find themselves. 
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